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The next time you pick up a piece of chocolate, consider that
you are partaking in an aspect of Jewish history. Explore the
surprising Jewish connections to chocolate in this historical
and gastronomic adventure through cultures, countries, centuries
and religions. Rabbi Deborah Prinz draws from her world travels
on the trail of chocolate to enchant chocolate lovers of all
backgrounds as she unwraps tales of Jews in the early chocolate
trade to how Jewish values infuse chocolate today. She shows the
intersections of Jews, pre-Columbians, Catholics and Protestants
along the chocolate trail and the lasting rituals involving
chocolate that the world¿s faith traditions still share. Tasty
tidbits include: ¿ Chocolate making in seventeenth-century
Amsterdam, home to the largest and wealthiest Jewish community
of its time, was known as a special Jewish industry. ¿ Bayonne
chocolate makers today advertise that Jews brought chocolate
making to France. ¿ Chocolate Hanukkah gelt may have developed
from St. Nicholas customs. ¿ Jews pioneered chocolate in North
America as successful and well-known American colonial Jewish
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merchants such as Abraham Lopez and Nathan Simson traded cacao
and manufactured chocolate. ¿ A born-again Christian businessman
in the Midwest marketed his caramel chocolate bar as a ¿Noshy,¿
after the Yiddish word for ¿snack.¿ ¿ Jewish values of caring
for the needy, pursuing economic justice, protecting the
environment and promoting sustainability feed into the organic
and fair trade chocolate businesses of today.
In the deceptively calm lull between World War II and Vietnam,
the United States faced one of its most important challenges:
the battle to establish precedents for true racial equality. In
a small Southern town, segregation and racial bias erupt in the
lives of four children. Black siblings Jeremiah, Sarah Mae, and
Wallace will cross paths with a White boy, Glen Dale, in a way
that will leave all of them changed forever. In navigating their
way through an oppressive town in the wake of a murder, their
lives will depend on whether they can throw off the ideologies
and indoctrinations that have enslaved them all. One of these
children will have a hard journey toward adjusting their
perspective. Narrated by children and beautifully written in
authentic dialect that gives a deeply intimate look at each
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character, this thought-provoking novel of childhood survival
reminds us that growth and change are inevitable and necessarybut not easy.
Life a Faecal Feast with a Hint of Chocolate!(A Life
Journey)Xlibris Corporation
Fear, Faith, and a Fistful of Chocolates is tailored to your
everyday fears—financial, health, relationships, loss, pain, the
unknown, the what-ifs—both real and imagined. In an age of
uncertainty, inspirational humorist Deb Coty promises peace and
hope for a better future. You’ll come away refreshed, renewed,
and ready to conquer your worries!
(A Life Journey)
A Delicious Adventure Connecting Jews, Religions, History,
Travel, Rituals and Recipes to the Magic of Cacao
Is It a Sin to Eat a Chocolate Bar?
Unforgettable Stories for Young Women About Love, Hope, and
Happiness
Chocolate for a Woman's Soul
Men, Money, and Chocolate
Eat Chocolate Naked
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Go-go is an upbeat, funky Black popular music from
Washington, D.C. with a history as long as that of house or
hip-hop. Natalie Hopkinson is the Media and Culture Critic
for The Root, with access to clubs, producers, and artists,
and is therefore well-placed to tell the story of the music
from the 70s to the present. With the regentrification of
the District, more of the Black population and the go-go
industry have moved to the Maryland suburbs. In Go-Go Live,
Hopkinson gives a critical, inside account of the scene and
how it survives in a changing city.
“Jan Fowler has created a sparkling diamond!” --Paul Ryan,
Celebrity TV Talk Show Host for CBS, NBC, ABC; author of The
Art of Comedy: Getting Serious about Being Funny
“Entertaining, energetic, heartwarming! True-life accounts
of real people from all walks of life.” --Jackie Goldberg
(“The Pink Lady”), Producer of Senior Star Power
Productions’ “Rockin’ With the Ages, The Musical”, Hollywood
“The perfect gift book for any senior!” --Bruce McAllister,
award-winning author of Dream Baby “A wonderful collection
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of short stories to share and remember.” --Sherii Sherban,
Publisher, Senior Times South Central Michigan “Getting back
into the dating game after years, or even decades, in a
relationship can be extremely difficult. This book will give
you the encouragement, advice and direction to seek out your
next true love.” --Daniel Waterloo, Director of
Seniordating.org “Jan Fowler is the voice of today’s senior!
Stories about love and life, trials and victories, miracles
in the unexpected and the funny, yet meaningful, moments in
life.” --Barbara A. Berg, speaker, coach, author of How to
Escape the No-win Trap and Ring Shui
TEXT FOR AUTHOR BIO: Mary Hoffman Wolf lives in Carol
Stream, Illinois with her husband and three children. She
has worked as an English Teacher at both the junior high and
senior high levels and is now serving as Director of
Children's Ministries at Fellowship Church of Carol Stream.
TEXT FOR BOOK DESCRIPTION: Thirty year old Zoe DeYoung, the
label-loving, emotionally impaired librarian at Lane High
School in Chicago, is determined to live out her
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pathetically infertile, loveless life in peace. Fully
convinced that human relationships of any kind would be
detrimental to her emotional health, she refers to the
gigantic glass and steel monoliths that constitute the heart
of the city as her best friends; and counts a pen and paper
as her only reliable therapists. When her colleague, Marcus
Jones, offers her the perfect third floor flat to live out
her self-imposed exile from humanity, Zoe meets his wife,
Anna Jones, a thoroughly modern, white farm girl who has
turned her back on her past by marrying a black man and
taking up residence in the city. The bond of a friendship
born of quiet desperation soon becomes the anchor of both
their lives. Sharing the pleasure of a chocolate bar is
easy; learning to share the pain they are both trying so
hard to ignore is the challenge. Encouraged by Zoe's quest
to embrace all that life has to offer (outside of human
relations), Anna takes a chance that may prove fatal. To
sustain her friend, Zoe must then risk opening up her heart
beyond aesthetics to real relationships by becoming a second
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mother to Anna's children, reconciling with her own banished
family, and learning to love a man who is the antithesis of
what she thinks she's always wanted. In the end, both Anna
and Zoe get mroe than they ever bargained for.
Having given up everything for the man she loved, Sheila
finds herself isolated in Switzerland. Finally free of her
abusive husband, but left to raise their young daughter on
her own, she sets about rebuilding her life. Launching both
her and her daughter on a course that leads to crossing not
only continents but also emotional divides. Slowly she
starts to pick up the pieces of her shattered dreams,
embarking on an arduous journey of personal discoveries,
reconciliations and ultimately the love of a life-time.
Chocolate and Children
Chocolate, Peanut Butter and Life
77 Stories to Treasure as You Make Your Wishes Come True
The Chocolate and the Key
The Healing Powers of Chocolate
The Story of Milton S. Hershey
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Mindfulness for Chocolate Lovers
Fun, friendly, and engaging, Living a Chocolate Life invites women to savor
Gods rich and endless supply of grace in Christ. Whether they're sampling
everything from bitter nuggets of pain to sweet morsels of joy, this study
reminds them that the Holy Spirit fills us with sweet faith in our Saviorand
it is only He who can truly satisfy.
Ignite the fires of passion and romance Want more romance, spark and
passion in your life? Here's how to ignite it yourself and find sizzling ways
to fill every day with romance. Whether you're after the ultimate seduction
or a more intimate connection with your partner, included are hot tips and
tricks for 143 sexy, silly, passionate and just plain fun activities to add spice
to your love life. Your can: -Recognize romance in the most unlikely guises.
-Make it easy for him to get it right. -Think about romance in a whole new
way. -Create a mood, from soft and serene to brimming with sexiness.
-Discover everything that attracts lovers to each other.
Monumental in scope and vividly detailed, Chocolate City tells the
tumultuous, four-century story of race and democracy in our nation's
capital. Emblematic of the ongoing tensions between America's expansive
democratic promises and its enduring racial realities, Washington often has
served as a national battleground for contentious issues, including slavery,
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segregation, civil rights, the drug war, and gentrification. But D.C. is more
than just a seat of government, and authors Chris Myers Asch and George
Derek Musgrove also highlight the city's rich history of local activism as
Washingtonians of all races have struggled to make their voices heard in an
undemocratic city where residents lack full political rights. Tracing D.C.'s
massive transformations--from a sparsely inhabited plantation society into a
diverse metropolis, from a center of the slave trade to the nation's first
black-majority city, from "Chocolate City" to "Latte City--Asch and
Musgrove offer an engaging narrative peppered with unforgettable
characters, a history of deep racial division but also one of hope, resilience,
and interracial cooperation.
Dave Courteen was 45 with a job he loved, two wonderful daughters and a
gorgeous wife. Life was great and he had much to be thankful for but then
his wife was diagnosed with advanced breast cancer. The Last Chocolate
Brownie tells his story, diary style, as he tries to make sense of what his
wife was going through. Originally written as a blog, which attracted over
20,000 hits, The Last Chocolate Brownie, is a story about how to live life
when the going gets tough. Its a book that will sometimes make you smile,
might make you cry, will certainly make you think and, above all, will
provide hope. Its the perfect book for those who find themselves in the
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midst of a cancer battle or for anyone looking for encouragement when life
has become challenging. Dave Courteen is donating all his proceeds from
the sale of this book to Breakthrough Breast Cancer and the Woolverstone
Wish Appeal at Ipswich Hospital - two charities that are at the heart of the
battle to beat breast cancer.
Mountain Memories—Mischief and Misery
Chocolate for a Woman's Dreams
a taste of chocolate
A social and cultural history
Like Water for Chocolate
A Whirl with my Mocha-Chocolate Swirl
The Last Chocolate Brownie

With her tiny red rocker turned upside down atop a pile of furniture packed in a muledrawn wagon, little Norma Seto moved with her family to Turkey Branch in Magoffin
County Kentucky in preparation for another year of sharecropping a small farm.
Experiencing early life in houses without indoor plumbing or electricity, Norma first
enjoyed the taste of a soda pop cooled in a nearby creek, the frustration of finding the
dipper frozen in a bucket of water in an effort to relieve her thirst in the middle of the
night, and the enjoyment of a flavorful dish of poke greens. In a collection of true
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stories of those who lived in eastern Kentucky mostly during the forties, fifties, and
sixties, Seto chronicles the experiences of not just her family but also the faith,
laughter, sadness, and celebrations of those around them. While focusing on the
strength and ingenuity that these Kentuckians relied on to overcome hardship, Seto
leads others back to a time when a good work ethic was embraced, a strong faith in
God was encouraged, and the simple gifts in life were appreciated. “Through her
heartwarming, humorous, and entertaining memoir of growing up in the hills of
eastern Kentucky, Norma invites us to meet colorful characters who lived life the way it
was meant to be lived – simply and to the fullest.” —Dr. Jeffrey F. Neal, Director,
Cooperative Education Program, Clemson University
Brings together seventy-seven inspirational stories that celebrate the triumph of women
over adversity and challenges readers to explore new possibilities in their lives,
accomplish goals, and pursue lifelong dreams.
Maya spends each day in her café, dreaming of a perfect life: one filled with love,
wealth, and beauty. But she can’t create the life she longs for. She tries to find
fulfillment in the pursuit of men and money, and when that doesn’t work, she seeks
comfort in chocolate. This just leaves her empty and lost. Then Maya meets a magical
stranger who sets her on a path to create the life of her dreams…This sweet and
touching true-life tale about love, success, weight loss, and enlightenment will show
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you what is possible when you listen to your heart, believe in yourself, and take
inspired actions in the direction of your dreams. Based on the author’s actual
experiences, this is a tale of transformation that reveals how to love another without
losing yourself, find work that makes your heart sing, and revel in the delightful
decadence of chocolate without guilt or recrimination!
The bestselling phenomenon and inspiration for the award-winning film. Earthy,
magical, and utterly charming, this tale of family life in turn-of-the-century Mexico
blends poignant romance and bittersweet wit. This classic love story takes place on the
De la Garza ranch, as the tyrannical owner, Mama Elena, chops onions at the kitchen
table in her final days of pregnancy. While still in her mother's womb, her daughter to
be weeps so violently she causes an early labor, and little Tita slips out amid the spices
and fixings for noodle soup. This early encounter with food soon becomes a way of life,
and Tita grows up to be a master chef, using cooking to express herself and sharing
recipes with readers along the way.
Chocolate City
The Musical Life and Death of a Chocolate City
Chocolate Cream Pie Murder
Bitter Sweet Chocolate
The Chocolate Puppy Puzzle
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Something Beautiful That You Can Do
Living in the Past (Choc Lit)
From Charlie and the Chocolate Factory to Chocolat, from romantic
gift to guilty indulgence, chocolate has a special place in Western
popular culture. But what are the hidden histories behind this
luxurious commodity? This book examines chocolate production from
cocoa bean to chocolate box, illuminating the dynamics of gender,
race and empire which have structured the cocoa chain. Using a
varied range of sources, and drawing on the author’s own relationship
to the industry, this book reconnects the people and places at
different stages of chocolate production. Emma Robertson stresses
the need to recognise the complex histories of empire and labour
which have made such pleasurable consumption possible. Chocolate,
women and empire offers exciting new insights into the lives of
women workers in a global industry. It will be invaluable to historians
of British imperialism as well as to students of Women’s and Gender
Studies, Cultural Studies and Business Studies.
Chocolate - the very word conjures up a hint of the forbidden and a
taste of the decadent. Yet the story behind the chocolate bar is rarely
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one of luxury. From the thousands of children who work on
plantations to the smallholders who harvest the beans, Chocolate
Nations reveals the hard economic realities of our favourite sweet.
This vivid and gripping exploration of the reasons behind farmer
poverty includes the human stories of the producers and traders at
the heart of the West African industry. Orla Ryan shows that only a
tiny fraction of the cash we pay for a chocolate bar actually makes it
back to the farmers, and sheds light on what Fair Trade really means
on the ground. Provocative and eye-opening, Chocolate Nations
exposes the true story of how the treat we love makes it on to our
supermarket shelves.
Juanita Lucas is a young woman living in a housing project in
Brooklyn. Although she has a very light complexion, she is proud of
her blackness, even as she takes a beating from the very sistahs she
tries so hard to emulate. Her only friend, Scooter Morrison, is an
upwardly mobile brother who also happens to be young, gifted, and
gay. Then a chance encounter with two fine Puerto Rican men
changes Juanita’s and Scooter’s lives in ways they could never have
imagined. There is Conan, a hardworking man who wrestles with both
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his love for Juanita and his guilt over his brother’s death; and Jorge,
an unscrupulous bad-boy thug who has no problem using what he’s
got to get what he wants, until he comes dangerously close to getting
scorched by his own flames. Fast-paced, suspenseful, and
unpredictable, Chocolate Sangria explores the hearts of two lovers
who get caught in the great cultural divide— and the devastating
consequences of keeping secrets, telling lies, and betraying those you
love.
Would you rather eat chocolate than meditate? What if you could
simultaneously do both and achieve your most out-of-reach life goals?
In Mindfulness for Chocolate Lovers, Diane Gehart combines wit,
wisdom, and a touch of sweetness to help you uncover playful ways to
transform any aspect of your life.
Life Goes Better with Chocolate Gravy
77 Stories to Feed Your Spirit and Warm Your Heart
A History of Race and Democracy in the Nation's Capital
Living a Chocolate Life
Chocolate Sangria
The CSB Study Bible For Women, Chocolate LeatherTouch
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The Cocoa Plantations America’S Chocolate Secret Forced Child Labor,
Rape, Sodomy, Abuse of Children, Child Sex Trafficking, Child Organ
Trafficking, Child Sex Slaves
Bailey Gentry, an African-American woman who vows to only date black
men, finds her life taking a strange turn when she meets the perfect man,
who is white.
Maybe--just maybe--Hawk will admit to Nikki that he's ready to go a step
further by giving her a ring? But until he can, Nikki has to figure out who
slipped poison in her chocolate peppermint and poisoned a customer.
Lidia and Tori are the prime suspects, but the real killer is out there,
watching and waiting! This cozy mystery is a clean read: no graphic
violence, sex, or strong language. It can be read in one to two hours. It is
perfect for those moments when you are waiting at an appointment or
want to enjoy a quick read.
FROM BEAN TO BAR - WHERE DOES YOUR CHOCOLATE COME FROM?
Chocolate - the very word conjures up a hint of the forbidden and a taste
of the decadent. Yet the story behind the chocolate bar is rarely one of
luxury... From the thousands of children who work on plantations to the
smallholders who harvest the beans, Chocolate Nations reveals the hard
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economic realities of our favorite sweet. This vivid and gripping
exploration of the reasons behind farmer poverty includes the human
stories of the producers and traders at the heart of the West African
industry. Orla Ryan shows that only a tiny fraction of the cash we pay for a
chocolate bar actually makes it back to the farmers, and sheds light on
what Fair Trade really means on the ground. Provocative and eye-opening,
Chocolate Nations exposes the true story of how the treat we love makes it
on to our supermarket shelves.
AS DELICIOUS AS CHOCOLATE Life offers no experience sweeter -- or
more difficult -- than learning to love. And in this exceptionally delicious
volume in the bestselling series, Kay Allenbaugh brings us 55 rich,
satisfying stories of teen relationships written by teens of every age and
by women who remember what it was like. From the unexpected
happiness of a first boyfriend to sorting and sifting with Mom and Dad,
from the wonderful secrets shared by best friends to the wonderful
silliness of playing with a favorite pet, these true stories show what lies at
the heart of being a teen. Poignant, funny, sometimes sad but always
inspiring, this collection will bring you tears, laughter, and joy.
More than 100 heartwarming, humorous, inspiring stories written by
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seniors, for seniors, and about seniors!
A Lighthearted Way to Stress Less and Savor More Each Day
A Novel in Monthly Installments with Recipes, Romances, and Home
Remedies
Live Stock Journal
Living and Dying for Cocoa in West Africa
Something Sweet for the Body and Soul
Equipping you to go deeper into God's Word, The Study Bible for Women is the most
comprehensive study Bible ever prepared for women and by women. In this one-volume
library of resources, authors trained in biblical studies and the original languages of
Scripture provide an incomparable study experience to reveal the meaning, context and
applications for the text of Scripture.
Since I have been a lover and student of chocolate since birth, I have looked at the
seductive, high gloss covers for books dedicated to the use of chocolate for desserts.
What has drawn me to those books has been the eye arresting graphic designs,
lettering and rich, provocative dark and milk chocolate jackets. Since my book explores
the metaphoric and symbolic quality of chocolate women, then the analogy works
perfectly on multiple levels of meaning. For example, according to chocolate
connoisseurs, chocolate was the food of the mythic gods of the Mayans and Aztecs.
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Moreover, the sun played a dynamic role in the germination of this plant that eventually
became the rage of Europe and then America. Like chocolate, chocolate women come in
a spectrum of flavors, colors, textures, sounds and scents. Moreover, gentlemen who
have made it their life's work to know the spectrum of chocolate tend to become
chocolate connoisseurs. Hence my meditations celebrate the spectrum of chocolate
women who are works of art.
Milton S. Hershey never went beyond the fourth grade but learned how to make candy
and opened his own business at a young age. After several failures, he finally
succeeded and made taffy and caramels. When he was introduced to chocolate, he
worked hard and discovered how to make milk chocolate. His first Hershey’s Milk
Chocolate Bar was followed by Hershey’s Kisses and other chocolate goodies. He
married but had no children. Before she died, his wife, Kitty, encouraged him to build a
home and school for orphaned children. He became a millionaire and traveled to many
countries and built a large factory in Hershey, Pennsylvania, as well as a complete town,
amusement park, zoo, and pavilion. He died at age eighty-eight, leaving a legacy of
chocolate and a full life of accomplishments.
This book reflects the personal feelings, thoughts and experiences of the author. It
covers a broad spectrum of lifes facets such as health, relationships, money, the
environment, leisure activities and mans hormonally driven operating systems
underpinned by the foibles of hate, fear and greed. The poems in this compilation are
divided into six chapters, which include: Life what is it all about; Lifes effects on me,
and; Some fun with a twist of truth. The poems herein are a personal interpretation on a
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range of topics that play a part in the lives of every person on this planet.
A Box of White Chocolate
A Novel
Fear, Faith, and a Fistful of Chocolate
The Hershey Company Town Unwrapped
Meditations
Go-Go Live
Chocolate, women and empire

Short works written by and for women offer insights on commitment, compassion, work,
marriage, friendship, motherhood, love, and spirituality
Tom Carr has worked with many people regarding their individual spiritual journeys. As
he began assisting an elderly woman, Myra Redmon, who was experiencing problems
with her marriage, he noticed upshots based upon the unique way she interacted with
other people. He began documenting her method of creatively expressing appreciation.
Utilizing Myra's method of effectively putting appreciation into words can be lifechanging. She referred to the chocolate as a simple compliment expressing the value of
another person. The words we use can enhance the connection we have with others
and act as a catalyst for their own self-improvement. Myra realized that when we are
reminded of our value, we feel better. Myra referred to the key as what the other person
does with the chocolate. How does he or she utilize the compliment for his or her
benefit? How does that person expand upon the talent which was complimented upon?
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Let The Chocolate and the Key: Something Beautiful That You Can Do help you
improve your life and the lives of others. Set up your intention and engage in a daily
practice to verbally express your appreciation, and notice the changes you see in those
around you.
From the author of The Healing Powers of Vinegar, a guide to the health benefits of
chocolate, featuring recipes and remedies. Did you know?... Known as Mother
Nature’s “food of the gods,” the medicinal benefits of chocolate were recognized as far
back as 4,000 years ago. Eating chocolate can help boost the immune system, lower
the risk of heart disease, cancer, diabetes—even obesity—and increase lifespan. A
1.5-ounce bar of quality chocolate has as much antioxidant power as a 5-ounce glass
of wine—without the side effects of alcohol. Chocolate is chock-full of mood-enhancing
ingredients, including phenylethylamine (the “love drug”) and serotonin. Chocolate can
relieve a host of ailments, including depression, fatigue, pain, and PMS, as well as rev
up your sex drive! Drawing on the latest scientific research as well as interviews with
medical doctors and chocolatiers, this fascinating book reveals how to live longer and
healthier while indulging in one of nature’s most decadent and versatile foods. Explore
real chocolate (infused with fruits, herbs, and spices), Mediterranean-style, hearthealthy recipes, plus home remedies that combat everything from acne to anxiety.
You’ll also discover rejuvenating beauty and anti-aging spa treatments—all made with
antioxidant-rich chocolate! “Can dark chocolate boost brain power? This book shows
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you how regular intake of antioxidant-rich cacao foods is likely to do just that, and
more.” —Ray Sahelian, MD, author of Mind Boosters
"A Hannah Swensen mystery with recipes"--Jacket.
The Chocolate Industries Well Kept Secret/Harkin - Engel Protocol
Coconut Chocolate Murder
In Chocolate We Trust
Wit and Wisdom for Sidestepping Life's Worries
Life a Faecal Feast with a Hint of Chocolate!
And 142 Ways Other Ways to Attract Attention and Spark Romance!
Chocolate For a Teen's Heart
Hollywood comes to Michigan when a film producer decides to turn a local author's romance novel into a
blockbuster. Although the movie mogul's chocolate labrador is charming, Lee McKinney thinks the
producer's talk is a bunch of sweet nothings-and she grows even more suspicious when she stumbles upon a
dead body.
LIFE celebrates the 50th anniversary of the beloved family classic Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory with
a veritable chocolate river of stories and photos. The book features a collection of gorgeous behind-thescenes photographs that reveal the merriment and mayhem of the original movie set. It also tells the
improbable story of how Roald Dahl's book was ever filmed in the first place, and tracks how the movie went
from being an opening-day dud to a staple of American childhood, as well as the inspiration for a Tim
Burton&–Johnny Depp remake and a popular Broadway musical. The issue includes tributes to star Gene
Wilder and explains why he was the perfect Wonka, and shares what became of the movie's child stars. From
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Golden Tickets to Oompa Loompas to Everlasting Gobstoppers, LIFE captures everything that made Willy
Wonka & the Chocolate Factory a work of pure imagination.
Children working the cocoa plantations for Americas chocolate. Would you ever dream of such abuse
happening to five-year-old boys and girls, children being worked worse than animals on the cocoa
plantations to get the cocoa bean, the main ingredient in chocolate, to America. The cocoa beans are covered
with the blood, sweat, and tears of five-year-old children sold for slave labor to work on the cocoa
plantations. Everyone has limited freedoms, even in America. We protect our children. They dont have to
work on cocoa plantations like five-year-old children in Africa. What should we do about the children who
are being abused? Laws are in place. The International Labor Organization, Convention laws, and the
Convention of the Rights of the Child, these laws are not being enforced. American people want chocolate
but are not aware of the abuse taking place on the Ivory Coast of Africa and Ghana, where 60 percent of the
cocoa beans in the world are produced on the cocoa plantations. The cocoa plantations on the Ivory Coast
of Africa and Ghana are noted as being the worst form of child slavery in the history of the world. Five-yearold children are working one hundred hours a week. Children are sold into slavery and will never have a
childhood or education. Children working to get cocoa beans to America so the chocolate industries can
produce chocolate while ignoring the laws in place. Five-year-old children are being raped, sodomized,
beaten with bike chains, and possibly murdered trying to escape the cocoa plantations? Chocolate is a trilliondollar industry. Five-year-old children are being used as child sex slaves, in sex trafficking, and organ
trafficking? Why, America, why? Please help the children!
Invigorating and inspiring, Chocolate, Peanut Butter, and Life reminds us to take time to enjoy the simple
pleasures in life. Many times people take life too seriously and are overloaded by work, schedules, to do lists,
and chores, causing them to forget to indulge in life—and dessert! We all need to be reminded there is a
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lighter side to our existence. These encouraging excerpts and recipes will put a smile on anyone's face. In this
book you will find something sweet for the body and soul. Author Luann Dunnuk's love of chocolate and
peanut butter inspired her to combine it with her desire to motivate others. Each chapter is both poignant
and easy to understand and ends with a simple-but-decadent dessert recipe. Topics, including self-esteem,
the importance of rest, and God's love for His children, promote emotional and spiritual health. This
wonderful book, which makes a great gift for friends, will remind readers that no matter what they're going
through or have been through, there is always a small gift of simplicity to enjoy.
The CSB Study Bible For Women, Chocolate LeatherTouch, Indexed
Chocolate Nations
Hot Chocolate for Seniors
On the Chocolate Trail
LIFE Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory
The Mystical Pleasures of Chocolate
Rebecca Layton returns to her beachside hometown of Sunnyville, California, determined to
explore the possibility of rekindling her past relationship with the love of her life, Raymond
Colton. She's devastated to discover that he has moved on and is now engaged. Raymond
Colton harbors resentment towards Rebecca for abandoning him to pursue her dreams of life
in the big city. Now she's back and more beautiful than ever. But Raymond's heart has been
broken more than once and risking more heartache with Rebecca isn't a gamble he's willing to
take. When Rebecca agrees to use her marketing expertise to help Raymond's father salvage
his failing family business--Colton's Ice Creamery--she and Raymond are thrown together, and
old flames are ignited. Can they heal the wounds from their past and embrace the possibility of
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a brighter tomorrow?
In Chocolate We Trust takes readers inside modern-day Hershey, Pennsylvania, headquarters
of the iconic Hershey brand. A destination for chocolate enthusiasts since the early 1900s,
Hershey has transformed from a model industrial town into a multifaceted suburbia powered by
philanthropy. At its heart lies the Milton Hershey School Trust, a charitable trust with a
mandate to serve "social orphans" and a $12 billion endowment amassed from Hershey
Company profits. The trust is a longstanding source of pride for people who call Hershey home
and revere its benevolent capitalist founder—but in recent years it has become a subject of
controversy and intrigue. Using interviews, participant observation, and archival research,
anthropologist Peter Kurie returns to his hometown to examine the legacy of the Hershey Trust
among local residents, company employees, and alumni of the K-12 Milton Hershey School.
He arrives just as a scandal erupts that raises questions about the outsized power of the
private trust over public life. Kurie draws on diverse voices across the community to show how
philanthropy stirs passions and interests well beyond intended beneficiaries. In Chocolate We
Trust reveals the cultural significance of Hershey as a forerunner to socially conscious
corporations and the cult of the entrepreneur-philanthropist. The Hershey story encapsulates
the dreams and wishes of today's consumer-citizens: the dream of becoming personally
successful, and the wish that the most affluent among us will serve the common good.
Do you ever wish you could turn back time? Grace Nicholls has a few reasons for wanting to
turn back the clock … although an archaeological dig at a Bronze Age settlement on the
Yorkshire moors is not what she had in mind. But encouraged by her best friend Tabitha, that’s
exactly where she finds herself. Professor Duncan McDonald is the site director and his
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earnest pursuit of digging up the past makes him appear distant and unreachable. But when a
woman on the site goes missing, it seems that his own past might be coming back to haunt
him once again. As they dig deeper, Duncan and Grace get more than they bargained for and
come to realise that the past is much closer than either of them ever imagined …
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